Human Anatomy for
Figurative Artists –
Video Course

Learn How to Draw Human
Figures and Portraits
This Anatomy Course is for Students like You, who don’t have much time for learning.

What You will Get in the
Anatomy Master Class
•

25 Video Lessons about Human Anatomy for Artists

•

Personal Tutoring by the Course Teachers

•

Lifetime Membership

•

Graduation Certificate in your name

•

Artwork Critique by the Course Tutors

•

Student Gallery

•

Bonuses – Books and Interactive 3D Anatomy App

•

Art Newsletters (Optional)

What Makes this Course Unique:
There are no other Anatomy courses like this:
•

All you need to know about anatomy in one place

•

You will learn anatomy in an easy and fast way

•

Personal unlimited support by the course tutors

•

Lifetime access to video lessons and bonuses

•

Learn only what is essential for an artist

•

No Latin names to memorize

The Anatomy Master Class Curriculum:

•

Anatomy for Artists

•

Human Torso Anatomy

•

Female Anatomy for Artists

•

Contrapposto

•

Muscles of the Body

•

How to Draw Female Body

•

Human Figure Proportions

•

Arm Anatomy

•

How to Draw a Girl

•

Human Body Skeleton

•

Forearm Anatomy

•

Male Anatomy

•

Muscles of the Body

•

How to Draw Hands

•

How to Draw a Man

•

Human Head Proportions

•

Pelvis Anatomy

•

How to Draw a Human Body

•

How to Draw a Skull

•

Lower Limbs Anatomy

•

How to Draw a Realistic Face

•

Face Anatomy

•

Knee Anatomy

•

Portrait Drawing Step-by-Step

•

Head, Neck and Shoulders Anatomy

•

Foot Anatomy

•

How to Draw Portraits

The Course Tutors

Our Vision, Purpose and Mission

This course is created by professional artists and art teachers –
Vladimir London and Natalie Richy.

We have the Vision that fine art portrays the beauty and
meaning in life.

Vladimir and Natalie are known as internationally published art
books authors and creators of the Drawing Academy and Web
Art Academy.

We promote realistic fine art and continue the Old Masters’
traditions.

Today, you can benefit from their extensive knowledge in art.

Our Mission is to give you proper and professional art
education, teach you traditional art skills and methods, and help
you develop your individual art style based on the values and
legacy of classical fine art.

How you will benefit from the Anatomy Master Class
Is this Course for Me?

Unlimited Personal Support

Graduation Certificate

If you want to learn human anatomy in the easy
way, this course if for you.

You will be supported by course tutors –
Vladimir London and Natalie Richy.

After the course, you will receive the Graduation
Certificate.

It is designed for art students, who don’t have
much time for learning.

This support will provided via email for as long as
you need it. It is unlimited and available for the
lifetime of the product.

There are no exams to pass. However, this
Certificate is not awarded automatically. We want
to make sure you benefited from the course and
would like to see your figurative artworks before
and after the course.

It is very easy to study here – just sit back, relax,
and enjoy video lessons. You will discover the
must-know info about human anatomy for artists.

You are welcome to submit your figurative
artworks for critique at any time.

Anatomy Video Lessons are Compatible with all Devices

Here’s what our students say:
“I’m so glad that I found your course! As a graduating BA Fine Art student, I
was feeling completely ill equipped with anatomy to draw figures in a realistic
manner.
You gave me more information and know-how than I got for years of studying
in my art college. Thank you so much! I only wish I would enroll in your
anatomy course earlier.”
Richard M.

“I always wanted to draw portraits and never was able to draw them
accurately. I had no confidence to draw from life. It was so frustrating.
Thank you, guys for making these video lessons available. I’m mum of three
and going to an art college is out of question. With you, it is so easy to learn
figurative drawing and anatomy.
Thank you for being so supportive!”
Susan

“What I like about this Anatomy Course – it is easy to learn…
If, like me, you want to improve your figurative drawing skills easy and fast,
enroll in the Anatomy Master Class today.
This course is so underpriced, and it way over-delivers!
I’m very glad I took this course; you will be too!”
Joel

Great Value for Money
The Anatomy Master Class will save you
time and money.
This comprehensive art course delivers a great value and comes
at a very modest price.
Consider this:
The 25 video lessons are worth $99 each. This is $2,475 total.
However, this is not the price you will pay.
We want to help you to improve your drawing skills.
That is why you can access the full course for a one-time
payment of only $97.

That is less than the market-value of a single video lesson!

You are just one click away from starting your
art education.

http://AnatomyMasterClass.com

